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We report novel experimental results from a study of nonlinear Thomson scattering of elliptically
polarized light. Polarization-resolved radiation patterns of the scattered light are measured as a
function of the elliptical polarization state of the incident laser light. The relativistic electron tra-
jectory in intense elliptically polarized fields leads to the formation of unique radiated polarization
states, which are observed by our measurements and predicted by a theoretical model. The polar-
ization of Thomson scattered light depends strongly on the intensity of the incident light due to
nonlinearity. The results are relevant to high-field electrodynamics and to research and development
of light sources with novel capabilities.

PACS numbers:

I. INTRODUCTION

Thomson scattering (TS) is the scattering of light by
free electrons. It is both fundamental and important be-
cause of its role as the primary mechanism by which il-
luminated objects are detectable. TS is governed by the
motion of the electrons in the electromagnetic field of the
incident light. This motion depends on the intensity, di-
rectionality and polarization of the light. In low intensity
fields, electrons oscillate along the light’s electric field at
non-relativistic speeds, and the scattering is linear. In
the simple case of linearly polarized incident light, the
scattered light is emitted in a dipole-radiation pattern, as
from a linear antenna, and the frequency of the outgoing
radiation is nearly identical to that of the incident radi-
ation. As the intensity of the incident light is increased,
the electron’s motion becomes relativistic, resulting in
nonlinear Thomson scattering (NTS). In this nonlinear
case, the radiation pattern becomes more complex and
the spectrum of the emitted light develops harmonics.

The theoretical description of an electron’s trajectory
in an intense laser field was worked out as early as 1935,
within the context of quantum mechanical Volkov states,
which are inherently endowed with this behavior [1]. In
1951, Landau and Liftshitz described the trajectory of
a classical point electron in an intense plane-wave field
in their book, Classical Theory of Fields [2]. Later, the
task of calculating the far-field radiation of the first three
harmonics was addressed with a series expansion of the
trajectory by Vachaspati [3]. Eberly and Sleeper showed
that an electron, initially at rest, acquires a forward drift
from the rising edge of a pulse [4]. In 1970, Sarachik and
Schappert [5] showed how to calculate all harmonics of
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radiation, in a frame of reference that drifts along with
the electron, using a Bessel-function expansion. The ra-
diation for an electron with arbitrary initial velocity was
calculated by Esarey, Ride and Sprangle [6] as well as
Salamin and Fiasal [7].

With the invention of the laser, the achievable in-
tensity of light became high enough to experimentally
test these theoretical models for NTS. Englert and Rine-
hart [8] measured second harmonic light produced in a
head-on collision between a ∼1 keV electron beam and
a linearly polarized laser, detected at a 90 degree angle
from the laser propagation; the validity of the measure-
ment was later disputed [9]. Chen, Maksimchuk, and
Umstadter [10] measured the angular radiation profiles
of the second and third harmonic generated by a lin-
early polarized laser field. Since then, the study of non-
linear Thomson scattering has been primarily focused
on intense laser fields colliding with relativistic electron
beams, frequently referred to as inverse Compton scatter-
ing. In those studies, in the lab frame, the NTS emerges
typically in a narrow pencil-like beam of x-rays, mak-
ing a detailed study of angular emission more difficult.
Kumita et al. [11] measured the second harmonic radi-
ation pattern from a relativistic electron beam colliding
with a linearly polarized laser in a back scattering geom-
etry. A similar experimental measurement by Babzien
et al. [12] included a circularly polarized laser, which
to our knowledge is the only study of NTS, previous to
this work, to employ a laser polarization state other than
linear. Jochmann et al. [13] measured the spectrally re-
solved first harmonic radiation pattern. The transition to
studying the extremely nonlinear case has also been stud-
ied by multiple groups [14–17]. However, the finer details
of the radiation patterns from relativistic electron beams
are obscured by the effects of Lorentz transformations.

Previous experimental studies of NTS involved the spe-
cial cases of either linearly or circularly polarized light.
Now, using recently developed experimental methods for
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polarization-resolved measurements of NTS from low-
energy electrons [18], we study NTS with elliptically po-
larized incident light and compare with theoretical pre-
dictions. In NTS, the electron acquires motion in the
direction of the laser wave vector in addition to the mo-
tion along the electric field. Our polarization-resolved
measurements allow us to decouple electron motion per-
pendicular to and parallel to the direction of laser prop-
agation. The results help to improve the current under-
standing of the interactions of intense light with mat-
ter, with applications both in basic physics research and
accelerator-driven light sources. Light with unique polar-
ization states are relevant to strong-field photo-ionization
[19], supercontinuum generation [20], nonlinear electro-
dynamics, and Comptonization of the universe [21–23].
Recent examples of the latter are tests of current the-
ories of cosmology [24], based on measurements of the
polarization of the cosmic microwave background, which
originated from TS during the expansion of the Universe.

In Sec. II, we review the underlying concepts and equa-
tions used to understand the experimental results. We
describe the experimental setup in Sec. III and proceed
to show and discuss the experimental results in Sec. IV.
We investigate the transition from a linearly polarized
laser field to an elliptically (nearly circularly) polarized
laser field. Increased circular symmetry in the laser po-
larization state leads to increased circular symmetry in
NTS emitted out the side of the laser focus. The compo-
nent of second harmonic radiation, polarized parallel to
the laser propagation, shows a surprising amount of az-
imuthal asymmetry, which persists from linear to nearly
circular polarized laser states.

II. THEORY

We theoretically analyze our results with the help of
previous work done by [2], [5], and [7]. In their treatment
of the problem of an electron trajectory, they solve the
nonlinear motion using a suitable change of variables to
the laser phase as seen by the electron η = k · r − ωt,
where ω and k are the laser angular frequency and wave
vector.

For our analysis, we consider a plane wave laser
field traveling along the positive z-axis, A(η) =

A0[
√

1− δ2 sin ηx̂ − δ cos ηŷ], where A0 is the laser vec-
tor potential amplitude and δ is a polarization parameter
that ranges from zero for linear polarization to ±1/

√
2 for

circular polarization. We allow A0 to vary slowly during a
pulse that turns on and turns off. For an electron initially
at rest, the equation of motion of the velocity contains a
component in the direction of the laser polarization that
we call the perpendicular component (denoted with ⊥)
and a component in the direction of the laser wave vector
that we call the z component. These two components of
the motion cleanly separate in the polarization compo-
nents of the scattered radiation. The velocity equation
of motion for an electron, initially at rest and then expe-

riencing the plane-wave pulse described above, is

β(η) = β⊥ + βz (1a)

=

e
mcA(η) + k̂ 1

2

(
eA(η)
mc

)2
1 + 1

2

(
eA(η)
mc

)2 (1b)

In the first line, β⊥ represents the perpendicular (in x-y
plane) velocity relative to c, which varies on the form of
the laser field. βz represents velocity parallel to the direc-
tion of the laser propagation. In the second line, e is the
charge of the electron, m is the mass of the electron, and
c is the speed of light. The nonlinearity of the problem
scales with the dimensionless parameter a0 = eA0/mc.
The velocity equation can be integrated or differentiated
with respect to time via a chain rule to recover the po-
sition or acceleration vectors respectively, of which both
are required to calculate the radiation emitted. It is im-
portant to note here that although these equations are
simple when parameterized with η, they are quite com-
plex in time, and in general contain all harmonics of the
laser frequency. For the simple case considered here,
with a plane-wave laser field and no initial momentum
for the electron, a Fourier transform of Eq. (1b) reveals
that the perpendicular component of motion is primarily
comprised of the odd harmonics, while the z component
contains the even harmonics.

The emitted radiation can be calculated with the help
of the Liénard-Wiechert potentials, and the fields calcu-
lated from them [25]. The electric field measured in a
particular direction n from a single electron is described
in the far field by

E =
e

4πε0

n×
(

(n− β)× β̇
)

(1− n · β)
3
R


ret

, (2)

where the position, velocity and acceleration are evalu-
ated at the retarded time tret = tdetector −R/c, and R is
the distance of the particle to the detector. The proper-
ties of the scattered light depend on both the electron’s
trajectory and the direction of observation.

Using Eq. (2), we can expand for a mildly nonlinear
case (a0 < 1) and briefly analyze the radiation patterns
and polarization. In our experiments, n is constrained to
the transverse direction (⊥). In other words, we measure
along the equator of the radiation sphere centered on the
interaction (shown as a purple sphere in Fig. 3) so that
n·β = n·β⊥. In this situation, the two orthogonal polar-
izations of the emitted field, E⊥ in the transverse direc-
tion (perpendicular to laser propagation) and Ez in the
z direction (along laser propagation), can be separated
into different contributions in Eqs. (1a) and (2). We also
expand the cubic term in the denominator for small n ·β,
since for the mildly nonlinear case n · β ≤ a0 < 1. This
results in the expressions
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E⊥ ∝

(n× (n× β̇⊥)
)
−
���

���
���: small(

n× (β⊥ × β̇⊥)
)  (1 + 3n · β⊥ +O(a20)) (3a)

Ez ∝

[(
n× (n× β̇z)

)
−
���

���
��: small(

n× (β⊥ × β̇z)
)
−
���

���
��: small(

n× (βz × β̇⊥)
) ]

(1 +O(a0)) (3b)

The first term in square brackets dominates for each
polarization component (unless β̇z = 0 for a circular driv-
ing field). For linearly polarized laser light, these first

terms describe a dipole term orthogonal to the β̇⊥ and
β̇z (respectively). The other terms in the square brack-
ets also produce dipoles, but they are orthogonal to the
respective components of the cross products, and have
much smaller contributions. For the low intensity case,
a0 � 1, the denominator goes to unity. The trajectory in
this case only contains transverse motion, and the imme-
diate consequence is that there is no z component in the
radiation around the equator, where the experiment is
conducted. Thus, explicitly measuring z-polarized light,
demonstrates the nonlinearity of the interaction. Also,
only the first harmonic is present.

At higher intensities, the velocity and acceleration are
in the same direction for a linearly polarized field, and
so Eq. (3a) automatically only includes the first term in
the bracket. As previously mentioned, the first harmonic
in E⊥ produces a dipole pattern. However, the second
harmonic arises primarily from multiplication with the
second term in the expansion of the denominator, result-
ing in 3(n × n × ê⊥)(n · β). This can be understood
as the multiplication of two orthogonal dipole patterns,
resulting in a four-peaked pattern.

Figure 1 shows the fundamental and second har-
monic, emitted at various angles in the plane perpendic-
ular to laser propagation, calculated using Eq. (2) and,
for comparison, using approximations in Eqs. (3a) and
(3b). The agreement between the exact and approxi-
mate curves shows that the approximations afford good
qualitative understanding of NTS in the moderate rel-
ativistic regime. The figures show NTS for elliptically
polarized laser states in addition to linear. The second
harmonic in Ez grows weaker as the laser polarization
approaches circular. In the case of a purely circular laser
field, the oscillation in the z direction reduces to zero,
because the electron is always pushed in one direction by
the magnetic field.

One should appreciate that the mixing of harmonics
in the denominator plays a significant role, especially at
higher intensities. Physically, this can be understood as
the wave-fronts of the radiation being stretched and com-
pressed from the motion of the electron, which is com-
parable to the speed of light for a nonlinear laser field.
There is an additional coupling of harmonics from the
retarded time, which is most significant in the direction
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FIG. 1: Calculated radiation patterns for the fundamental
(left column) and second harmonic (right column) NTS with
a0 = 0.5, in a plane perpendicular to laser propagation. The
calculation is repeated for elliptical laser polarization states
δ = 0, 0.38, 0.52. The dashed lines show approximations in
Eqs. 3a and 3b (first terms in square brackets only). The
units are arbitrary, but the right column was multiplied by
14 to put it on scale with the left column.

of β, but this is not necessary to understand our results.

It is interesting to look at not only the spectrum of the
radiation, but also at the full radiated field as a function
of time at a given observation point. Figure 2 illustrates
the difference between the linear and nonlinear case by
giving an example of complex polarization states produc-
ing TS and NTS. Plotted is the electric field as seen by
an observer at 90 degrees from the laser propagation for
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FIG. 2: Calculated radiated electric fields scattered at 90
degrees from the laser propagation. The red arrows are the
electric field vector which traces the blue line through time.
The top row shows that, for the linear case, the polarization
of scattered light is linear regardless of incoming polarization
orientation. The bottom row shows complex electric fields
generated in a nonlinear interaction.

several laser periods of time. The field is calculated using
Eqs. (1) and (2). The linear Thomson scattering case is
shown in the top row, which produces linearly polarized
scattered light regardless of the polarization state of the
laser. The bottom row shows the electric field for mildly
nonlinear laser field and the same elliptically polarized
laser states. The laser intensity, the laser polarization
state, and the angle of observation can thus be used tai-
lor new radiation sources.

We modeled the interaction of a focused laser with an
ensemble average of electrons. We employed the model
and code used in Ref. [18]. The electric field is cal-
culated numerically, and the number of scattered pho-
tons with the relevant polarization is plotted together
with experimental data that we collected. It should be
made clear that the model does not assume the same
perturbation expansion shown in Eqs. (3b) and (3a),
but rather calculates scattered radiation according to
Eq. (2). An important feature of the modeling is the
effect of electrons being ejected out the sides of the focus
while generating NTS. Several different elliptical states
were examined, which match our experimental condi-
tions: δ = 0.14, 0.38, 0.52, 0.59.

III. EXPERIMENTAL METHODS

This work was preformed at the University of
Nebraska-Lincoln’s Extreme Light Laboratory with the
Diocles laser system. The experimental setup is shown
in Fig. 3. A 40 ± 2-fs laser pulse was generated by
the Ti:Sapphire CPA system with a central wavelength
of 800 nm and then was focused using an f/4 off-axis
parabola (OAP). The focal spot size was measured with

an microscope objective coupled to a CCD camera. The
focal spot radius was measured to be w0 = 6.0± 0.4µm.
The CPA compressor efficiency and input energy were
measured to calculate the on target energy. Based
on these measurements, we used relativistic peak field
strength a0 = 0.76 ± 0.04 for scattered first harmonic
measurements and a0 = 1.52 ± 0.08 for scattered sec-
ond harmonic measurements. Immediately before focus-
ing, the beam passed through a quarter-wave plate and a
half-wave plate designed for 800 nm light. The quarter-
wave plate allowed for control of the ellipticity of the
laser while the half-wave plate allowed for the rotation of
the field required to collect the angular radiation pattern.
This method had been previously utilized by Ref. [10] and
Ref. [12]. The polarization was measured after the OAP.
We found that the intended quarter-wave plate used in
the study was in fact approximately a fifth-wave plate. A
range of elliptical polarizations were produced and char-
acterized, not including pure circular or linear polariza-
tions.

The laser pulse was focused into a helium-backfilled
vacuum chamber. A photon-counting apparatus was de-
signed and implemented first at Brigham Young Univer-
sity and then at Diocles to measure the radiation emitted.
The experimental setup for the detection is the same as
described in Ref. [18]. The apparatus imaged a 100 mi-
cron length interaction region with a 1-to-1 lens system,
bringing the light out of the chamber via an optical fiber.
Prior to entering the lens system, the light was filtered
by a linear wire-grid polarizer to discriminate emitted
polarization. The polarizer was oriented in two direc-
tions during the experiment: the ⊥ and z directions.
The light then passed through a wavelength bandpass
filter and was measured by a single photon counter. The
density in the chamber was adjusted to ensure single-
photon counting statistics were achieved. In order to
minimize background counts from long-lived signal, the
single-photon counting device was gated to collect only
within a instrument-limited 2 ns window of the pulse
arrival to the focus. By measuring the prompt signal,
long-lived recombination noise was minimized.

During our measurement of the first harmonic, we in-
troduced helium into the chamber (to donate electrons)
until we detected about one photon per 10 laser shots on
average in the 2-ns window. The backing pressure of he-
lium was measured to be 1.03× 10−3 Torr. The laser en-
ergy was set to 40±3 mJ on target and focused to a 6±0.4
µ m spot size (FWHM). The solid angle of the collection
system is ≈ 0.6± 0.07π sr. Taking these factors into ac-
count, we approximate the average cross-section of the in-
teraction to be ≈ 1.04±0.18×10−24cm2 = 1.57±0.26σT ,
where σT is the Thomson cross-section. In addition to
the radiation patterns shown below, this result supports
the assumption that TS was the primary phenomenon
observed.

The first harmonic was measured with a bandpass fil-
ter centered at 900 nm with 40 nm bandwidth, and the
second harmonic was measured with a bandpass filter
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FIG. 3: Experimental setup. A linearly polarized laser pulse passes through an approximate quarter-wave plate (aQWP),
introducing an ellipticity in the polarization, then proceeds through a half-wave plate (HWP) to rotate the polarization. The
beam was focused into the interaction region with an off-axis parabola (OAP). The scattered radiation is collected at the
equator of the radiation sphere by an imaging system comprised of a wire-grid polarizer and a 1-to-1 lens pair. The collection
system is coupled to an optical fiber, where the signal is guided through a bandpass filter, and then into a single-photon counter
(SPC). The interaction geometry and coordinate system is displayed in the center of the figure. Insets (a) and (b) show the
electron 3D trajectory for a single cycle of the laser in blue, with respective ellipticities. The labeled yellow, red and black
curves are projections along the x-y, x-z and y-z planes respectively. The axis are scaled to the laser wave vector k.

centered at 450 nm with 40 nm bandwidth. These red-
shifted fundamental and second harmonic correspond to
red shifting induced by a laser with a0 = 0.5. Although
the peak field in the focus exceeds this, much of the focal
volume is in this range. The laser energy was increased
for the second harmonic data while keeping the focal spot
size the same for both data sets. The spectral filtering
affects the amount of laser focal volume that is measured
because there are more electrons that experience a laser
intensity of a0 = 0.5 for the second-harmonic data set
compared to the first-harmonic data set. The second-
harmonic data set is also subject to somewhat stronger
ponderomotive effects.

We measured both the first and second harmonic radi-
ation pattern for multiple polarization states from near-
linear polarization to near-circular polarization of the
light. Each polarization state is characterized by the pa-
rameter δ described in Sec. II. These are specified for
each graph shown in Figs. 4, 5, and 6.

To better appreciate the radiation patterns, single-
cycle electron trajectories for near linear and near cir-
cular driving fields are shown on the right of Fig. 3. The
blue curves show the trajectories scaled by the laser wave
vector k in three-space, while the yellow, red and black
show the projections of the trajectory on the x-y, x-z and
y-z planes respectively.

IV. RESULTS

The evolution with ellipticity of the first harmonic radi-
ation pattern for perpendicularly polarized light is shown
in Fig. 4. For each polarization state, the number of pho-
tons emitted into each direction within a plane perpen-
dicular to laser propagation is shown. Rather than rotate
the detector, the HWP shown in Fig. 3 was used to ro-
tate the axes of the elliptical polarization states, which
in principle accomplishes the same thing. The theoret-
ical calculations are scaled to match number of photon
counts received from 1000 laser shots, using a single over-
all scaling factor for all four graphs in Fig. 4. Errors in
the measurement are at least as great as the asymme-
tries in the data reflected through the origin. Errors may
be due to fluctuations and drift in laser parameters dur-
ing the approximate one hour required to collect data for
one graph. Other errors might arise from an interplay be-
tween unknown focal distortions and the orientation of
the polarization state. In spite of this, good qualitative
agreement is seen between experiment and calculation for
the different elliptical states.

The perpendicular component of the radiation pattern
for near linearly polarized laser (δ = 0.14) is a dipole pat-
tern with maxima perpendicular to the laser polarization,
as expected. As the laser polarization state approaches
circular, the initially dipole pattern evolves towards a cir-
cular shape. This can be understood as the introduction
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FIG. 4: Number of photons counted per 1000 laser shots in
wavelength range 900 nm±20 nm emitted in the plane perpen-
dicular to laser propagation. Measurements of ⊥ polarization
for different elliptical laser polarization states are shown, all
with peak laser field strength a0 = 0.76 ± 0.04. The data
are compared with theoretical simulations (solid line) using
the model described in Ref. [18] with an ensemble of 10,000
electrons randomly positioned in the laser focus.

of more circular symmetry to the system, requiring the
radiation pattern to become more circularly symmetric.
We also see this in the trajectories in Fig. 3(a) and (b).
The first term in Eq. 3a has a contribution solely from
β̇⊥. For near linear polarization, the acceleration is pri-
marily in one dimension, and as a result the radiation
pattern is an approximate dipole for the first harmonic.
For elliptical states with higher δ, the acceleration is av-
eraged more evenly in both x and y direction and thus
the instantaneous-dipole is averaged in all directions. We
note that, because perfect circular polarization was not
achieved, the dipole pattern persists to a degree.

The number of scattered photons detected per 1000
laser shots for the second harmonic is displayed in Figs. 5
and 6, which show the ⊥ and z components of the field.
The helium pressure was 9.6×10−3 Torr. The theoretical
curves in Figs. 5 and 6 are adjusted to match the data us-
ing a single overall normalizing factor that is the same for
all graphs. Good qualitative agreement is found between
the experiment and the model for the relative intensity
scalings. Again, the transition from a case of lower sym-
metry with near linearly polarized light to a case of higher
symmetry is reflected in the radiation pattern. The four-
peaked pattern for the ⊥ component discussed in Sec. II
flattens to be a near circular pattern. The number of
scattered photons remains relatively constant during the
transition from near linear toward circular polarization
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FIG. 5: Number of photons counted per 1000 laser shots in
wavelength range 450 nm±20 nm emitted in the plane perpen-
dicular to laser propagation. Measurements of ⊥ polarization
for different elliptical laser polarization states are shown, all
with peak laser field strength a0 = 1.52 ± 0.08. The data
are compared with theoretical simulations (solid line) using
the model described in Ref. [18] with an ensemble of 10,000
electrons randomly positioned in the laser focus.

states. For the second harmonic, the small overlap be-
tween the n× (n× β̇⊥) pattern and the 3n · β⊥ pattern
is increased as they both become more circular, counter-
acting the increased angular distribution of energy.

The z case for the second harmonic (Fig. 6) arises only
because of the nonlinear trajectory, and is a measure-
ment of the z motion of the electron. The angular pat-
tern of the z-component of scattered second harmonic
light varies markedly between the case of an unfocused
plane-wave pulse and a focused laser pulse. (Compare
z-polarization in Fig. 1 and Fig. 6.). In the latter case,
the radiative pattern is elongated along the direction of
linear polarization, as electrons oscillate in the presence
of a strong ponderomotive gradient. Additionally, the
strength of the emission does not fall off as fast when
polarization states moves toward circular. These focal-
gradient effects are seen in both the experimental data
and the theoretical simulations. The extent to which this
might be used to characterize focal geometry as well as
distinguish between elliptical and perfectly circular po-
larization states is an interesting question.

V. CONCLUSION

The study of nonlinear Thomson scattering is rich with
interesting harmonic coupling and radiation behaviors.
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FIG. 6: Number of photons counted per 1000 laser shots in
wavelength range 450 nm±20 nm emitted in the plane perpen-
dicular to laser propagation. Measurements of z polarization
for different elliptical laser polarization states are shown, all
with peak laser field strength a0 = 1.52 ± 0.08. The data
are compared with theoretical simulations (solid line) using
the model described in Ref. [18] for an ensemble of 10,000
electrons randomly positioned in the laser focus.

In this work, we have considered in-depth the origin of the
harmonic radiation pattern for high intensity laser fields
of arbitrary elliptical polarization. Predictions of theo-
retical models described half a century ago were experi-
mentally tested and analyzed. Both polarizations along
the equator of the radiation sphere, ⊥ and z, were mea-
sured. It was found that the circular symmetry of the
radiation pattern increases with increased circularity of
the driving laser for ⊥ components of the radiation. The
nonlinear radiation pattern and polarization is in general
different from the linear case. This is primarily due to
the fact that the electron acquires an oscillatory motion
in the z direction from its relativistic transverse motion.
When observed from the equator of the radiation sphere,
the z motion induces z components in the emitted ra-
diation. Unlike the ⊥ component of radiation that is
present in linear Thomson scattering, the z component
is solely a nonlinear phenomenon. Additionally, the com-
pression and stretching of the radiated wavefronts, due
to the electron’s relativistic motion, is crucial to under-
standing the radiation patterns. We explicitly observed
the nonlinear z component radiation pattern for various
elliptically polarized laser fields, and showed that the the-
oretical model was in good agreement with experimental
results. Our findings, and the polarization-resolved ex-

perimental techniques used to reconstruct the electron’s
trajectory, help describe how high intensity laser fields
interact with electrons.

Our confirmation of the theoretical model allows it
to be used to predict arbitrary and unique polarization
states, with applications in the development of radia-
tion sources. It was shown here that the nonlinearity
of the interaction enables access to previously inaccessi-
ble polarization states. Additional parameters, such as
laser ellipticity and observation angle, increase the de-
grees of freedom, which is useful when developing novel
radiation sources. In the case of scattering from elec-
tron beams, the capability demonstrated here of creating
unique polarization states will also extend to the genera-
tion of higher frequency xuv and x-ray light. The effects
of NTS from elliptically polarized light, coupled with the
effect on the radiation due to observation angle, could
also impact interpretation of recent observations of the
polarization state of the cosmic microwave background
[24], because most theoretical considerations of the cos-
mic microwave background consider only linear Thomson
scattering. However, we have shown that even a mild
nonlinearity can substantially alter the polarization state
of the scattered radiation.
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